WAVEGUIDE NAMING:

- RANDOM NUMBER
- SLOT SIDE: N-NORTH, S-SOUTH
- CPS-BB, BB
- SPLIT WAVEGUIDE
- DESIGNATION: CH-FRONT HALF, S-SECOND HALF
- WAVEGUIDE TYPE: S-SERIES, A-AXIAL
- WAVEGUIDE ORIGIN: CPS-CENTER LINE-STARTER
- TRANSFORMER ORIGIN
- LAYER: A-INSIDE, B-OUTSIDE
- WAVEGUIDE TYPE: S-SERIES, A-AXIAL
- SPLIT WAVEGUIDE
- DESIGNATION: CH-FIRST HALF, S-SECOND HALF
- CONNECTOR NUMBER IN LAYER

KEY:

- ☐ 1 CONNECTOR × 128 FIBERS
- ☐ 2 CONNECTOR × 128 FIBERS (256 TOTAL)